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Obshchina (Russian: ???????, IPA: [?p??in?], literally "commune") or mir (Russian: ???, literally "society", among other meanings), or selskoye obshchestvo (Russian: ??????? ?????????, "rural community", official term in the 19th and 20th century; Ukrainian: ????????? ???????????, romanized: sil's'ké tovarystvo), were peasant village communities. His assassination in late 1916 by a clique of nobles could not restore the tsar's lost prestige. The Tsarist system was overthrown in the February Revolution in 1917. The Bolsheviks declared "no annexations, no indemnities" and called on workers to accept their policies and demanded the end of the war. On 3 March 1917, a strike was organized at 04.01.2022. Having fled from the Nazi regime, she spent the last days of her life in Moscow, and was buried with honors at the Kremlin Wall. Many cities in former Soviet republics still have streets named after Clara Zetkin. In Russia alone, there are more than 40 streets named after her. In addition, Samara Region has a settlement named after Clara Zetkin.
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